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Dame Stephanie Shirley is one of Britain's leading philanthropists and has donated the majority
of her life to helping good causes, especially those close to her heart. This amazing audiobook
will take you through the whole selection of emotions - from happiness at the success of her
original company Freelance Programmers through to the best sadness of losing her only child.
This fascinating memoir, read by Dame Stephanie herself charts her life from her time as a child
in Germany and arrival in England as an unaccompanied Kindertransport refugee through to her
retirement and dedication to charity.
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(A disclosure: Dame Stephanie and my wife are very distantly related at the grandparent and
great grandparent level, which is why I decided to get the book in the first place. She had a very
rocky relationship with her father, Arnold Buchtal, among Germany's really great pre-Hitler
lawyers and judges, who later prosecuted war criminals in Nuremberg, in order that very
interesting section of her life and family get rather short shrift.Her child was autistic in the
period before people had any good ideas in its treatment. This made for a very tragic family
existence.The story that's told is still fascinating: a young woman who was very talented at
mathematics and engineering who triumphed over the sexist prejudices in the united kingdom in
the post-war era. It's few shortcomings aside, I liked and significantly liked about 85% of the
pages; the rest I passed over, mostly.An interesting, effective and tragic autobiography of a
woman who is an excellent British philanthropist Dame Stephanie's book is generally quite
detailed about her business ventures and her philanthropy (that is extraordinary) so that the
book plods sometimes.) AN INCREDIBLE Trek Through the Birth of a business Stephanie Shirley
will make you feel simultaneously empowered to conquer the globe as she did, and that you are
not doing a sufficient amount of to progress your own existence, business, cause, or desire.! She
shows how these were anything but basic, but while reading, it almost all seemed inevitable with
her becoming the force pushing it all forward, and the traditional recounting of her battles and
successes flows very easily.She candidly reduces real financials during key events of the
business, and you get to ride the roller coaster with her as she was told it could by no means
work. but this reserve is well written and feels more like a fiction novel when compared to a
biography I really do not normally go through biographies but this publication is well crafted and
feels similar to a fiction novel than a biography.She created a company of freelance software
programmers who wrote punch card code at home, when the industry wasn't writing software
for hire, could not think a woman could run this business, and would have never thought a
female could do everything from home. We was amazed that I had never heard about this
female before seeing her carry out My Short but Spectacular Undertake .The sheer amount of
her accomplishments are astounding, and she recounts them as though they were simple
solutions to problems.!She is particularly a job model for women, women entrepreneurs, and
women programmers. There is reflection but no regret.And she managed, in the end, to have
created a lasting ideal that survived multiple versions of her original fantasy. An amazing life!So
in the event you read this? The most fantastic book i've ever read I really like the book. Go
through this if you're a consultancy or agency owner (like me), thinking what the future of work
should look like, or wish to know more about company succession and philanthropy. Read this if
you are a woman entrepreneur looking to beat the odds. A worthwhile read for anyone willing to
trust their world and be ready to let go It was an enjoyable book, with an emotional base from
the outset, her courageous lifestyle and extensive work, and the immense force within to provide
her autistic son with the chance to be. Incredible! Four Stars Very interesting woman and life!S. I
absolutely loved her story. Her and even more of her mold are sorely needed here. Five Stars
Probably the most interesting books I've read in an exceedingly long time!Her tale will motivate
you while at exactly the same time provide you the right perspectives by yourself problems, with
these fantastic nuggets of wisdom for consultancies (and later succession strategies of
consultancies) every few web pages. The aspects that captured most curiosity were on shared
income, the fulfillment of giving through philanthropy and the commitment to letting go. ...Seen
through today's zoom lens post-bubble, post globalized function forces, what she do was timed
perfectly and executed incredibly well, and she transferred power/empowered her successors
again and again. Her life story is actually amazing and any girl who wants to go after their

dreams must read this book immediately. Remarkable! This is pre-Internet, dear review reader! .
. on the PBS NewsHour. Even later into her 80's, the company mission, vision, and ideals she
started - with £6 and a mission declaration - still influences the company heavily today. One can
only imagine what the U. Couldn't put it down.You should: Read this if you're a freelancer,
programmer, or home based. It's the most fantastic book i have ever read.. Brave Soul It is a
fantastic personal history and a way to obtain motivation for the young generations Inspiring
and real. Inspiring! Love this book! Inspiring! might have appeared as if today with someone like
her pressing them ahead. She’s such a bad ass. Many thanks so much for talk about your
remarkable life journey with us! You can experience there exists a .. Shirley is definitely sincere,
hard-working, kind, and passionate girl, and a job model for all the women who wish to change
lives in life. Inspiring and real. It is possible to feel there is a strong woman telling you her
unusual life tale.She did it with unbelievable stresses in the house AS WELL as in business, and
she did this much better than anyone I know could.
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